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ELECTION 

 

[SUPREME/DISTRICT/MAGISTRATES] Delete all but one COURT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA  
CIVIL JURISDICTION 
[MINOR CIVIL] If applicable 
[NAME OF LIST] LIST If applicable 

Please specify the Full Name including capacity (eg Administrator, Liquidator, Trustee) and Litigation Guardian Name (if applicable) for each party. Each party should include a party 
number if more than one. 

 
First Applicant 

 
First Respondent 

 
Interested Party 

Applicant  

Full Name (including Also Known as, capacity (eg Administrator, Liquidator, Trustee) and Litigation Guardian Name (if applicable)) 
Name of law firm / solicitor 
If any 

  

Law Firm Solicitor 
Duplicate panel if multiple Applicants 
 

Election 

The Applicant elects to place this proceeding under a moratorium and does not intend to take any further steps in this 
proceeding while it remains under the moratorium. 

 

To the Respondent: WARNING 

If you wish to bring a claim against the Applicant or another party in this proceeding and that claim is subject to a 
time limit under the Limitation of Actions Act 1936 or for any other reason, TIME WILL NOT CEASE TO RUN 
merely because the proceeding is in the list of inactive cases. 

 

Application to remove proceeding from inactive list 

If you wish to have the proceeding proceed, you must: 
(a) file a Notice of Acting; and 
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(b) file and serve on the Applicant an Interlocutory Application seeking an order that the proceeding be removed 
from the list of inactive cases. 

In that event, the Court will convene a hearing and send notice of it to the parties. The parties should attend at that 
hearing in person or by their lawyer. 

 

Service 

The party filing this document is required to serve it on all other parties in accordance with the Rules of Court. An 
Affidavit of Service of this document is required to be filed with the Court to prevent the proceeding from entering the 
list of inactive cases. 

 

 
 
 

Note to Parties 

1. The proceeding, by reason of the service of this notice and the Rules of Court, will not be entered in the list of 
inactive cases. 

2. The proceeding will remain under a moratorium until the Court orders its removal on application by a party having 
given to all parties at least 14 calendar days written notice. 

3. While the proceeding remains under a moratorium, the Respondent is not required to file a Defence or to take 
any other step in the action. 

4. While the proceeding remains under a moratorium, no party is entitled without the leave of the Court to take any 
step in the proceeding (other than applying to remove it from the list of inactive cases). 


